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Abstract 
This work represents a detailed investigation of combustion and oxidation of methyl-3-hexenoate 
(CAS Number 2396-78-3), including experimental studies of combustion and oxidation 
characteristics, quantum chemistry calculations and kinetic model refinement. Following 
experiments have been carried out: Speciation measurements during oxidation in a jet-stirred 
reactor at 1 atm; chemical speciation measurements in a stoichiometric premixed flame at 1 atm 
using molecular-beam mass-spectrometry; ignition delay times measurements in a shock tube at 
20 and 40 bar; and laminar burning velocity measurements at 1 atm using a heat-flux burner over 
a range of equivalence ratios. An updated detailed chemical kinetic mechanism for methyl-3-
hexenoate combustion based on previous studies was proposed and validated against the novel 
experimental data and the relevant data available in literature with satisfactory agreement. 
Sensitivity and reaction pathway analyses were performed to show main decomposition pathways 
of methyl-3-hexenoate and underline possible sources of disagreements between experiments and 
simulations. 
 
1. Introduction 

Biodiesel, which is a blend of methyl esters of fatty acids, is a clean-burning renewable 
fuel as compared to petroleum fuels [1, 2]. Derived mostly from the process of transesterification 
of vegetable oils with methanol, biodiesel has been extensively studied experimentally and 
numerically during the last decade. This allowed significant advances in understanding the 
processes occurring during its oxidation and in the development of several detailed kinetic 
combustion mechanisms [3]. Composition of biodiesel includes unsaturated esters with varying 
degree of unsaturation, for example methyl oleate, methyl linoleate, methyl linolenate. Moreover, 
unsaturated esters are known to be important intermediates in combustion and oxidation of 
saturated esters, as well as biodiesel and its surrogates [4, 5]. The unsaturated esters have several 
additional classes of reactions, comparatively to saturated esters, and different investigations have 
shown that the presence of one or more double bonds in their alkyl chain considerably affect their 
chemical and physical properties [2]. Thereby, development of kinetic mechanisms suitable for 
representing real biodiesel fuels requires a good understanding of the combustion chemistry of 
unsaturated esters. 

In this regard, combustion chemistry  of the simplest esters with unsaturated alkyl chain, 
like methyl-2-butenoate (methyl crotonate) and methyl methacrylate, has been investigated 
experimentally and numerically [6-9]. However, these small esters have too short alkyl chains to 



be regarded as surrogate biodiesel fuels [6, 10]. Therefore, combustion chemistry of esters with 
long alkyl chain and with different degree of unsaturation has been of particular interest over recent 
years to reveal the impact of C=С double bond on combustion characteristics of biodiesel and its 
surrogates.   

Investigation of methyl oleate (methyl-9-octadecenoate) oxidation in a jet-stirred reactor 
(JSR) by Bax et al. [11] has shown that unsaturated compounds can produce a specific set of 
intermediate species as a result of the addition reactions of H, OH or HO2 to the double bond. 
Several research teams studied autoignition of different fuel blends with large unsaturated esters 
and all have demonstrated that the position of the double bond in ester alkyl chain has a substantial 
influence on its oxidation rate [4, 12, 13]. In particular, the presence of the double bond reduces 
the rates of radical isomerization reactions if the double bond is embedded in the transition state 
ring. These reactions normally accelerate the overall rate of low temperature combustion, and thus 
double bond has a lesser effect if situated near the free end of the hydrocarbon chain. Similar 
results were obtained by Zhang et al. [14]: experiments on the autoignition of n-heptane/methyl 
hexanoate and n-heptane/methyl-3-hexenoate fuel blends have shown that unsaturated esters have 
smaller low-temperature reactivity compared to alkanes and their decomposition pathways include 
reactions of addition to the double bond. 

In further studies, a detailed combustion mechanism for methyl stearate and methyl oleate 
[15], as well as other components of soy and rapeseed biodiesel fuels [5] (including unsaturated 
esters) was proposed. This mechanism was validated on experimental data on oxidation of the 
rapeseed oil methyl esters in a JSR presented earlier by Dagaut et al. [16], and a good agreement 
was achieved. Additional refinement of this model was performed by Campbell et al. [17] using 
the data on ignition delay times of methyl oleate and methyl linoleate in an aerosol shock tube. 
Authors achieved a good agreement with available experimental data by updating thermochemical 
parameters of the initial fuel molecules in the mechanism.  

Rodriguez et al. [18] studied oxidation in a JSR at 1 atm of three components of biodiesel 
fuels: methyl stearate (saturated alkyl chain), methyl oleate (one C=С double bond in alkyl chain) 
and methyl linoleate (two C=С double bonds in alkyl chain) to address the effect of unsaturation 
on chemical kinetics. Authors used their experimental results for the refinement of their lumped 
kinetic model for biodiesel oxidation published earlier [19] in order to provide a more efficient 
approach to the simulation of biodiesel fuels. One of the main results of this work is that the 
mechanism is complemented with the reactions of OH radical addition to the double bond with 
subsequent decomposition of initial fuel molecules also called Waddington mechanism [20]. This 
class of reactions has a considerable impact on a low-temperature oxidation of unsaturated species 
and therefore it was necessary to address difference in low-temperature reactivity between these 
three esters. 

Despite the achieved progress in development of detailed chemical kinetic models for 
combustion of major components of biodiesel fuels, significant difficulties still remain.  
Particularly, due to a huge number of species and reactions in the proposed kinetic mechanisms, 
most reaction rate constants, including those specific for unsaturated esters, are roughly estimated 
and require revisiting. In this regard, the combustion kinetics of esters with unsaturated aliphatic 
chain of moderate length, may appear as more simple, however still represent adequate surrogates 
of biodiesel components. Methyl-3-hexenoate (mhx3d) is one of such representatives (see Fig. 1). 
However, the studies of its combustion chemistry are fairly scarce [21, 22]. 

 
Fig. 1. Chemical structure of Methyl-3-hexenoate and designation of carbon atoms. 

 
Zhang et al. [21] studied the oxidation of methyl-3-hexenoate (mhx3d) in a JSR at 10 atm 

for 3 different equivalence ratios and used these data to validate a new chemical kinetic mechanism 



based on their previous studies of methyl hexanoate. A careful refinement of the mechanism 
provided a very good agreement between experiments and simulations for many intermediate 
species measured in these conditions. Autoignition of mhx3d at fuel-lean conditions and at 10.5 
atm was studied by Wagnon et al. [22] using a rapid compression machine (RCM). Simulations 
were performed with a new mechanism based on Herbinet et al. [12] and the mechanism of Zhang 
et al. [21]. This work identified several reaction pathways which require a more thorough 
investigation due to significant differences in reaction rate constants compared to saturated esters. 

This work represents a continuation in the development of a detailed kinetic mechanism 
for combustion and oxidation of methyl-3-hexenoate (mhx3d) to achieve a better understanding of 
combustion chemistry of unsaturated esters. As seen from the literature survey provided above, 
only experimental data on mhx3d oxidation and autoignition at about 10 atm [21, 22] are currently 
available. Further refinement of the chemical kinetic model for mhx3d combustion needs a more 
extended experimental database.  

In this work, we present a combined experimental investigation of the oxidation and 
combustion characteristics of mhx3d using the facilities at ICARE-CNRS (speciation 
measurements in JSR at 1 atm), Université de Bourgogne (ignition delay time measurements at 20 
and 40 bar), Lund University (laminar burning velocity measurements at 1 atm), and ICKC 
(speciation measurements in burner-stabilized laminar premixed flame at 1 atm). Our original aim 
was to extend the available experimental database with the new measurement results and to 
validate the chemical kinetic mechanism previously developed for oxidation of mhx3d [21] against 
the novel data. However, disagreements between the predictions and measurements motivated us 
to significantly revise the mechanism in order to provide a more robust version, able to reproduce 
the wide range of experimental data. Particularly, in order to adequately predict the laminar 
burning velocities, the base hydrocarbon chemistry in the original mechanism is replaced with the 
corresponding set of reactions adopted from the AramcoMech 3.0 [23]. The revision of 
thermochemistry data for the fuel molecule and fuel radicals allowed significant improvement of 
predictions of chemical speciation in the JSR at 1 atm and ignition delays measured at 20 and 40 
bar. Further details are given in the sections below. 

 
2. Experimental methods 
2.1. Speciation measurements in jet-stirred reactor at 1 atm 

Mhx3d oxidation under atmospheric pressure has been conducted in the experimental 
facility described in detail in previous publications [21, 24, 25]. The JSR, 4 cm in diameter, was 
made of fused silica and shown schematically in the Supplementary Material 2 in Fig. 2.1S. This 
reactor was used earlier for studies of mhx3d oxidation at 10 atm [21]. In the current work, 
similarly to the previous study [21], three mixtures of different equivalence ratios ( = 0.6, 1.0 and 
2.0) were studied with a constant initial fuel mole fraction of 1000 ppm (±10 %), at a pressure of 
1 atm. This high dilution level prevents temperature gradients inside the reactor. The flow rates of 
reactants were adjusted at each temperature to reach a constant residence time of 70 ms. The liquid 
fuel (98 %, supplied by Sigma Aldrich) is brought by an HPLC pump to the entrance of a home-
made vaporization system where it is atomized by a nitrogen flow and then vaporized in a heated 
chamber. The fuel+N2 mixture is carried to the reactor by a quartz capillary. The oxidizing stream 
(O2+N2) is conveyed independently to prevent any reactions prior to the reactor. All gaseous flow 
rates are regulated by thermal mass flow controllers (Brooks 5850E). The two flows merged right 
ahead of the reactor, in which they are injected by four nozzles that ensure stirring. The sampling 
system consists of a fused-silica protected S-type thermocouple and a low pressure sonic fused 
silica probe. Samples are analyzed online by means of FTIR and stored at low pressure for offline 
GC analysis. Carbon balance was checked for each experiment and found to be within ±10%. The 
uncertainty on species mole fractions is estimated to be ±15% based on uncertainties of the 
analytical measurements, temperature measurements (<10 K), pressure measurements (±0.1 atm), 
the residence time (<5 %) and on inlet concentrations of the reactants (<10 %). 

 



2.2. Burning velocity measurements with a heat-flux burner 
In the present work, the heat flux method for the stabilization of adiabatic premixed laminar 

flames on a flat flame burner at atmospheric pressure has been used [26]. This method has been 
extensively used for measuring laminar burning velocities (SL) of gaseous and liquid fuels. 
Detailed descriptions of the experimental setup, the measurement procedures, data processing and 
associated experimental uncertainties are given elsewhere [27]. 

The heat flux experimental setup is shown schematically in Supplementary Material 2 in 
Fig. 2.3S. Methyl trans-3-hexenoate (99.4%, supplied by Sigma Aldrich) flow from a stainless-
steel tank pressurized with argon is metered by a Coriolis liquid mass flow controller and fed to a 
Controlled Evaporator Mixer (CEM), both from Bronkhorst High-Tech. The CEM consists of a 
control valve, a mixing device and a heat exchanger, the temperature of which is controlled by a 
temperature controller that is part of the system. Synthetic air (21 % O2 / 79 % N2, 1 % relative 
uncertainty) has been provided by AGA in gas bottles. The required air flow rate is measured and 
regulated by means of two calibrated digital thermal mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst High-
Tech). A portion of the airflow is also used to stimulate the evaporation process as a mixing 
component and to transport the vapor. After the mixture is formed, the premixed charge flows 
through the plenum chamber of the heat flux burner, whose temperature (Tg) is fixed by circulating 
water, pumped by a thermostatic bath. In the present experiments Tg has been fixed at 338, 348 
and 353 K. These temperatures have been chosen in order to cover a wider range of equivalence 
ratios, which is constrained by the vaporization limit of the mixture. In particular, at 338, 348 and 
353 K the maximum equivalence ratio accessible to prevent condensation is respectively 1, 1.2 
and 1.3. 

After that, the upward gas flow passes through the converging nozzle of the burner head 
and enters the perforated burner plate, where a flat flame is stabilized. The burner is composed of 
a 2 mm-thick brass plate, perforated with 0.5 mm-diameter holes at a pitch of 0.7 mm, attached 
with thermal paste to the burner head. The burner plate has a nominal diameter of 3 cm and an 
effective perforation area of 6.7 cm2. It is surrounded by a heating jacket connected to a second 
water thermostatic bath, which keeps the burner plate preheated to a temperature higher than that 
of the plenum chamber. During the experiments, this temperature has been fixed at 368 K.  

After flame ignition, the positive temperature difference between the burner plate and the 
inlet mixture allows for stabilization of flat adiabatic flames, since the amount of heat lost by the 
flame to the burner is compensated by the gain to the unburned mixture as it enters the preheated 
burner plate. SL was determined by varying the flow rate of the gas mixture until a uniform radial 
temperature distribution over the burner plate, recorded by six T-type shielded thermocouples with 
very fine wires (0.1 mm) soldered into specific spaced holes over the burner plate, was achieved. 
For this condition, the velocity of the unburned gas is equal to the adiabatic laminar burning 
velocity. SL is an approximately linear function of flow velocity provided that the flame is stable 
at the adiabatic conditions. In this regard, Hermanns [28] found that the temperature difference 
between the burner plate and unburned gas mixture should be higher than 30 K (this value depends 
on the fuel mixture) to avoid flame instabilities. However, in the present experiments, this ΔT has 
been set to 15-30 K, as explained, due to the vaporization limit. At these temperatures, the flames 
showed some instabilities around adiabatic conditions. Therefore, SL was determined by 
extrapolation from flat sub-adiabatic flames. An example of how SL is determined from sub-
adiabatic flames can be found in [27] as well as an evaluation of the associated uncertainties. 
 
2.3. Ignition delay times measurements in a shock tube 

The ignition delay times were measured in a high-pressure shock tube over a temperature 
range of 1100–1500 K at 20 bar and 40 bar. The experiments were performed with mixtures of 
mhx3d (1 %) + O2 diluted in argon at equivalence ratios of  = 0.6, 1.2 and 2.4. The experimental 
facility represents a stainless-steel tube with an inner diameter of 50 mm and separated by a double 
stainless-steel diaphragm into two parts, the driver section (4 m in length) and the driven section 
(5 m in length) [29]. The facility is shown schematically in Supplementary Material 2 Fig. 2.4S. 



The mixtures tested were prepared into two stainless-steel tanks based on the partial pressure 
method using high purity gases (greater than 99.995 % for Ar and O2) and mhx3d from the same 
supplier as in JSR. To prevent any contamination, the facility includes a vacuum system, a 
roughing pump and a turbo-molecular pump, which pumps down to ~ 5 Pa the tube, the stainless-
steel tanks, the manifold and the previously frozen fuel tank. In order to avoid any condensation 
of the fuel, the tube, the tanks and the manifold are heated up to 80 °C to allow the partial pressure 
of mhx3d to be at least three times lower than its vapor pressure. The data acquisition system has 
a frequency of 1 MHz and includes a NI Compact RIO that records the pressure signals from four 
individual piezoelectric pressure transducers PCB 113B22 in order to calculate the shock velocity 
and from a Kistler piezoelectric pressure transducer (603B1) located at the end wall to calculate 
the ignition delay time and determine post-shock pressure. It is defined as the time interval between 
the rebound of the shock wave at the end wall and the onset of combustion, commonly defined by 
a sudden change in pressure (inflection point). Example of the pressure readings obtained in 
experiment and ignition delay calculation presented in Supplementary Material 2 Fig. 2.5S. Post-
shock temperature is calculated from the shock wave velocity and the initial conditions based on 
the 1-D shock relations and the species thermodynamics using the chemical equilibrium software 
Gaseq [30] with an accuracy of ±1 % that corresponds to ±10–15 K according to the uncertainty 
calculation proposed by Petersen et al. [31]. Accuracy of the ignition delay time measurements is 
estimated to be 10 %, however, in fuel-rich conditions at 40 bar pressure rise at the moment of 
ignition was less distinct and uncertainty was estimated in each point separately. 
 
2.4. Chemical speciation measurements in a premixed flame 

The chemical speciation in a laminar stoichiometric premixed mhx3d/O2/Ar flame 
stabilized on a flat flame burner at atmospheric pressure has been studied using the flame sampling 
molecular beam mass spectrometry. The experimental facility and procedures have been 
thoroughly described earlier and successfully used to study the chemical structure of atmospheric-
pressure flames including the flames of methyl and ethyl esters [9, 32-35]. Thus, only essential 
details are given below. 

The burner and the fuel supply system are shown schematically in the Supplementary 
Material 2 in Fig. 2.6S. The burner matrix represented a perforated (orifices 0.5 mm in diameter 
with 0.7 mm center-to-center spacing between them) brass disk 16 mm in diameter and 3 mm 
thick. The matrix was fixed in a brass housing with water jacket. The burner temperature was 
maintained at 95°C by circulating water. Total flow rate of the cold mixture through the burner 
surface was 25 cm3/s. The molar composition of the unburnt gas mixture was as following: 
mhx3d/O2/Ar=0.02/0.18/0.8. Argon and oxygen flows were adjusted by mass flow controllers 
(MKS Instruments Inc.). Liquid mhx3d was supplied to an electrically heated vaporizer through a 
steel capillary using a syringe pump. Argon flowing through the vaporizer entrained the fuel vapors 
via a heated line into the burner. 

A schematic and a short description of the flame sampling molecular beam mass 
spectrometric setup is given in the Supplementary Material 2 in Fig. 2.7S. The flame gases were 
sampled along the centerline of the burner by a quartz conical probe with an orifice at the tip. The 
inner angle of the cone was 40°, the orifice diameter was 80±5 μm, the wall near the orifice was 
80±5 μm thick. A central portion of the molecular beam, which formed behind the sampling probe, 
was cut by a skimmer and entered the area of soft ionization by electrons. The spread in the electron 
energy values was determined by the width of the Maxwellian distribution of the electron gas and 
was ±0.25 eV (FWHM). The ions formed were analyzed by a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The 
electron energy was selected individually for each species measured so that, from one hand, to 
eliminate contributions of fragmented ions from other species to a mass peak of interest and, from 
the other hand, to have an adequate signal/noise ratio. The mole fraction profiles of the following 
species were measured in this work (at electron energies indicated in parentheses): mhx3d (12.3 
eV), O2 (14.35 eV), CO (14.35 eV), CO2 (15.4 eV), H2O (15.4 eV), H2 (16.65 eV), C2H2 (12.3 
eV), CH2O (11.5 eV), C2H4 (12.3 eV), C4H6 (12.3 eV), C2H6 (12.3 eV), C3H4 (12.3 eV), CH2CO 



(12.3 eV), C3H6 (12.3 eV), CH3 (13.2 eV). The burner was mounted on a translation mechanism 
with a micrometric screw to vary its vertical position (with the accuracy of ~ ±10 μm) and scan 
over the distance between the burner surface and the sampling probe tip. This allowed signal 
intensity profiles for the mass peaks of interest to be measured. 

All stable compounds were calibrated directly using the gas mixtures of known 
composition. The mole fractions of the reactants and major products (mhx3d, O2, CO, CO2, H2O) 
were thus determined with an error of ±15 % of their maximum values in the flame. The calibration 
coefficient for CH3 was estimated using the relative ionization cross section method as was 
described before [9, 33, 35, 36]. This method provided the CH3 mole fraction to be determined 
with the uncertainty of ~±50 %. The mole fractions of all other intermediates were determined 
with an accuracy of ±30 %. 

To account for cooling effect of the sampling probe in the flame simulations the “disturbed” 
temperature profiles measured with a thin Pt/Pt + 10%Rh thermocouple in the vicinity of the 
sampling probe tip (at ~100 μm upstream from it) were used as input data. The thermocouple was 
made of wire 0.02 mm in diameter and coated with an anti-catalytic layer of SiO2 (total diameter 
with coating was ~0.05 mm). The thermocouple readings were corrected for radiative heat losses 
as suggested elsewhere [37]. The error of the temperature measurements by the thermocouple was 
estimated to be ~±40 K. 
 
3. Kinetic mechanism development 

Substantial efforts have been undertaken in this work to update the detailed chemical 
kinetic mechanism for mhx3d oxidation developed earlier by Zhang et al. [21]. The base 
hydrocarbon chemistry in the updated version is replaced by that of the recent version of Aramco 
mechanism 3.0 [23]. The sub-mechanism for mhx3d and smaller methyl esters (from methyl 
acetate up to methyl pentenoate) was also considerably revised to achieve an adequate 
reproduction of all available experimental data related to mhx3d combustion. Resulting mechanism 
consists of 649 species and 3578 reactions. Its full version available in Supplementary material 1, 
along with the glossary showing chemical structure of all species, and designations used further in 
the text. 

Particular attention has been paid to revisit the thermochemistry data for mhx3d and its 
primary radicals. Quantum chemistry calculations were conducted to compute thermochemical 
parameters of mhx3d, mhx3d2j, mhx4d3j, mpe4d3j, mhx3dmj, haoj3d, c5h91-3, mhx3d3j, mhx3d4j, 
mhx3d6j. Enthalpies of formation at 0 K for these species are calculated based on atomization 
approach. Composite methods of CBS-QB3 [38] and G4 [39] were used to calculate electronic 
energies of the molecules. Geometries and vibrational frequencies of all species involved were 
calculated at B3LYP/6-311G(2d,d,p) [40, 41] level of theory, and 1-D internal rotational potentials 
were scanned at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. The heat of formation at 0 K, vibrational 
frequencies, rotational constants and 1-D internal torsional potentials are used to calculate partition 
functions of each species changing along temperature with program of MESS [42]. With the 
rotational, vibrational and electronic partition functions, we calculated temperature-dependent 
thermochemical properties of enthalpies, entropies and heat capacities by calling to the ThermP 
code [43, 44] and converted to NASA polynomial format through PAC99 [43-45].Summary of 
these calculations are presented in Table. 1. Comparison with thermochemical parameters from 
[21] and [22] presented in the Supplementary Material 5. 

 ∆Hf,298
 Θ  [kcal mol-1] S298

 Θ  [cal K-1 mol-1] Cp(T) [cal K-1 mol-1] 

Species   300 400 500 600 800 1000 1500 

mhx3d -86.1 114.2 39.7 48.5 57.1 64.8 76.7 85.8 99.3 

mhx3dmj -39.0 117.0 42.3 50.5 58.2 65.1 75.8 83.7 95.2 

mhx3d2j -57.6 106.4 38.8 47.9 56.5 64.0 75.5 84.1 96.7 

mhx3d3j -29.9 116.1 38.7 47.0 55.1 62.4 73.7 82.0 94.8 



mhx3d4j -30.5 115.8 38.3 46.9 55.1 62.4 73.6 82.1 94.7 

mhx4d3j -54.6 112.3 37.6 46.6 55.1 62.7 74.2 82.8 95.6 

mhx3d6j -37.6 118.6 39.5 47.7 55.8 63.0 74.0 82.4 94.8 

mpe4d3j -50.4 103.2 33.4 41.0 48.1 54.4 64.0 71.2 81.7 

haoj3d -36.7 105.3 33.9 41.5 48.4 54.4 63.2 69.8 79.7 

c5h91-3 29.1 81.5 25.3 31.5 37.3 42.3 49.9 55.6 64.6 

Table 1. Thermochemical parameters calculated in this work. 
 

Thermochemical parameters of other intermediate products of mhx3d oxidation were 
evaluated using the latest version of Thergas software [46], which uses the group additivity method 
proposed by Benson [47]. Activation energies of unimolecular dissociation reactions of mhx3d 
were updated according to the calculated dissociation energies of C‒C and C‒O bonds, presented 
in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Bond dissociation energies at 0 K in the mhx3d molecule, calculated at CBS-QB3 
level of theory. 

 
To reduce the overall size of the mechanism several tests were made to check if low-

temperature chemistry for intermediate esters and hydrocarbons produced during mhx3d oxidation 
is also necessary. For this purpose, we removed one by one low-temperature submechanisms for 
each compound and then compared simulation results in all conditions. Our studies have shown 
that reactivity of mhx3d/O2 mixture at low temperatures is considerably sensitive to the reactions 
of small C3 intermediates (propene and methyl acetate) with molecular oxygen. However, low-
temperature reactions for larger C4‒C6 esters and hydrocarbons were found to play a minor role 
and thus they were excluded from the final version of the mechanism. Other low-temperature 
reactions (together with their rate parameters) of mhx3d and its primary radicals were kept 
unchanged as described earlier [21]. It is worth noting that according to our tests low-temperature 
chemistry had a considerable influence only in predicting JSR at 10 atm and ignition delay times, 
with minimal effects on simulations in other studied conditions. It can be noticed that after all 
modifications the resulting mechanism become large than previously, however model convergence 
and simulation speed improved considerably. 

All kinetic simulations were performed using the modified Chemkin-II package [48]. 
Simulations of JSR and homogeneous ignition were performed using PSR and SENKIN modules 
respectively (with constant volume) [49, 50]. Burning velocity and burner stabilized flame 
simulations were performed using PREMIX code [51]. The sensitivity analysis was performed 
with brute-force method. 

 
4. Results and Discussion 

In this section, we provide a comparison between predictions with the updated mechanism 
and the experimental data, which are relevant to oxidation and combustion of mhx3d, available in 
the literature and the novel data reported in this study. All new experimental data presented in this 
work can be found in Supplementary Material 4 in digital form.  

Fig. 3 demonstrates a comparison between the measurements and numerical simulation of 
laminar burning velocity of mhx3d/air mixtures in a range of equivalence ratios and unburnt gas 



temperatures. The simulation results obtained using both the original mechanism of Zhang et al. 
[21] and the mechanism updated in this work are shown. As seen, the original mechanism [21] 
underpredicts the burning velocity values by around 30 % in the whole range of equivalence ratios 
(0.7‒1.3). 

 
Fig. 3. Laminar burning velocity of mhx3d/air mixtures (at different unburnt gas temperature T) 
as a function of equivalence ratio. Symbols: experiment, lines: modeling (dashed lines: original 

mechanism proposed by Zhang et al. [21], solid lines: updated mechanism). 
 
The sensitivity analysis of the laminar burning velocity has shown that, as expected, it is 

mostly determined by the chemical kinetics of small С1-С4 hydrocarbons and oxygenated species 
and has a very weak sensitivity to the rate coefficients of reactions involving fuel and heavy 
intermediates. The updated kinetic model involves the reaction scheme for small hydrocarbons 
adopted from the well-validated AramcoMech 3.0 [23]. As a result, it predicts the experimental 
data shown in Fig. 3 much more adequately, however, also with some underestimation of the 
measured burning velocity values (by ~5‒7 %). It is possible to improve this agreement only by 
varying the rate coefficients of the reactions involving fuel and its specific products, but the 
required modifications appear to be too drastic and result in significant overestimation of the fuel 
reactivity, and therefore in the incorrect prediction of other experimental data sets. Nevertheless, 
we did not set the goal to minimize the remaining discrepancies between the predictions and the 
observations in Fig. 3 by modifying the rate coefficients from the base chemistry sub-mechanism 
(AramcoMech 3.0). 

Therefore, the replacement of the base hydrocarbon submechanism with the more reliable 
and validated set of reactions from the AramcoMech 3.0 significantly improved the ability of the 
resultant mechanism to reproduce the burning velocities of mhx3d/air mixtures. In this relation, in 
the following, only modeling results with the updated mechanism will be demonstrated and 
discussed. Modeling results with the old mechanism [21] without any modifications are presented 
in Supplementary Material 5. 



 
Fig. 4. Species mole fraction profiles in the jet-stirred reactor experiments at 10 atm. 

Symbols: experimental data from [21] (○ – φ = 2.0, ◊ – φ = 1.0, □ – φ = 0.6), lines: modeling 
with the updated mechanism (green – φ = 2.0, blue – φ = 1.0, red – φ = 0.6). 

 
Comparison between the experimental species mole fraction profiles obtained in the JSR 

at 10 atm by Zhang et al. [21] and numerical simulations with the new kinetic mechanism is 
presented in Fig. 4. As seen, the mechanism correctly predicts the mole fraction profiles of mhx3d, 
indicating that the consumption rate of the fuel and its total reactivity is adequately considered in 
the mechanism. Moreover, in general a good agreement between modeling and experiment for 
most products and intermediates measured by Zhang et al. is observed. 



 
Fig. 5. Species mole fraction profiles measured in the jet-stirred reactor at 1 atm. 

Symbols: experiments (○ – φ = 2.0, ◊ – φ = 1.0, □ – φ = 0.6), lines: modeling with the updated 
mechanism (green – φ = 2.0, blue – φ = 1.0, red – φ = 0.6). 

 
Fig. 5 presents the chemical speciation data measured in the JSR at 1 atm. It is notable that 

at atmospheric pressure, conversion of intermediate species into final products abruptly rises at 
1100 K, and this is rather well reproduced by the updated model. As seen from Fig. 5, the fuel 
consumption becomes appreciable only at temperature around 900 K. According to sensitivity 
analysis presented in Fig. 6, fuel consumption is controlled mostly by 2 important reactions of 
unimolecular mhx3d decomposition (1 and 2), subsequent step of mpe4d3j dissociation (3), and 
one of the reactions of the fuel with CH3 radical (4): 

mhx3d = CH3OCO + CH2CHĊHCH2CH3,   (1) 
mhx3d = mpe4d3j + CH3.    (2) 
C4H6 + CH3OCO = mpe4d3j    (3) 
mhx3d + CH3 = mhx3dmj + CH4   (4) 

Reactions (1) and (2) are dissociation reactions of the weakest C‒C bonds in the mhx3d molecule 
(see Fig.2); mpe4d3j is the main product of reaction (2); and reaction (4) produces the fuel radical 
mhx3dmj, which then dissociates in several steps producing C5H9. At atmospheric pressure, the 
mole fraction profiles of mhx3d are practically identical for mixtures with different equivalence 
ratios. This also confirms that reactions of fuel with radical species probably have a lesser impact 
at this pressure on mhx3d consumption, unlike observations at 10 atm, where low-temperature 
chemistry has a much larger contribution to the fuel decomposition. In general, a good agreement 



between predictions and measurements of mole fraction profiles of most species can be seen in 
Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 6. Sensitivity coefficients for mhx3d with respect to reaction rate constants at 1000 K in JSR 

at atmospheric pressure for  = 1.0. 

 
Fig. 7. Ignition delay times of mhx3d/air mixtures with φ = 0.3 in a range of temperatures at a 
pressure of 10.5 atm, diamonds: RCM experiment by Wagnon et al. [22], circles: simulations 

using the updated mechanism. 

 
Fig. 8. Ignition delay times of mhx3d(1%)/O2/Ar mixtures in a range of temperatures at pressures 
20 and 40 bar, symbols: experiment (○ – φ = 2.4, ◊ – φ = 1.2, □ – φ = 0.6), lines: modeling using 

the updated mechanism. 
A comparison between experimental results of ignition delay times measured by Wagnon 

et al. [22] in RCM at 10.5 atm in the range of initial temperatures 900‒1100 K and simulations 
with the updated mechanism is presented in Fig. 7. The simulations were performed the same way 
as described by the authors of [22]. Although the calculated values of ignition delay times slightly 
overestimate the experimental ones, they are within the experimental uncertainty. 

Ignition delay times measured in the shock tube between 1100-1500 K and at pressures of 
20 and 40 bar are presented in Fig. 8. This figure also shows the simulation results obtained with 
the updated mechanism. At 20 bar, a good agreement between the experiment and simulations can 



be seen at temperatures lower than 1250 K. However, at higher reflected shock temperature, the 
model underpredicts the measured values of ignition delays in fuel-lean and stoichiometric 
conditions. At 40 bar, discrepancies between experiment and simulations at high temperatures are 
smaller, but the model overestimates ignition delay times at temperatures lower than 1100 K.  

In order to understand possible reasons of the observed discrepancies, sensitivity 
coefficients of ignition delays were calculated for mixtures with  = 1.2 at 1150 K and 1340 K. 
Fig. 9 demonstrates only the most sensitive reactions from the mhx3d submechanism. As seen, the 
highest impact on ignition delay has the same reactions (1-4) that control reactivity in JSR at 1 
atm. The ignition delay is also fairly sensitive to the rate parameters of several reactions of mhx3d 
with H and OH, as well as several radical decompositions. However, varying the rate constants of 
the reactions (1-3), we found that the calculated ignition delays are affected in the whole 
temperature range, i.e. we could not improve the predictions in high temperature range with 
keeping adequate predictions at temperatures lower than 1200 K for experiments at pressure of 20 
bar. 

As seen from Fig. 9, several reactions, including reaction (4), are considerably more 
sensitive at 1150 K than at 1340 K. However, an increase of their rate constants caused an increase 
in concentrations of mpe4d2d, C2H5CHO and other species in JSR simulations. In the end, we 
adjusted reaction rate constants to achieve a compromise between simulations in these two 
reactors. Thereby, we assume that a refinement of the base chemistry or revision of the mhx3d 
oxidation scheme is needed to more accurately predict the ignition delay times without making 
worse the predictions of laminar burning velocity and reactivity in the JSR. 

 
Fig. 9. Sensitivity of the ignition delays with respect to reaction rate constants for the 

mixtures with two different initial temperatures and  = 1.2. Only the most sensitive reactions 
from the mhx3d submechanism are presented. 

 



Fig. 10. Temperature and species mole fraction profiles in the laminar burner-stabilized flame of 
mhx3d/O2/Ar mixture at 1 atm, symbols: experiment, lines: simulation. 

 
The updated kinetic mechanism was also validated against the experimental data on 

chemical speciation of the laminar premixed stoichiometric burner-stabilized mhx3d/O2/Ar flame 
at 1 atm, which are shown in Fig. 10. This figure shows both experimental and simulated mole 
fraction profiles of reactants, major products and some small intermediates. As seen, despite some 
discrepancies between calculation results and experimental data for C4H6, C3H4 and C2H6, the 
mechanism adequately predicts the mole fraction profiles of the most species. 

 
Fig. 11. Major reaction pathways of the mhx3d consumption in the in the laminar burner-

stabilized flame according to the updated kinetic mechanism. 
An analysis of the primary reaction pathways of decomposition of the fuel molecule in the 

laminar burner-stabilized mhx3d flame was carried out using the same method as described in 
previous studies [52] and presented in Fig. 11. The analysis was performed in terms of the 
contributions (in percents) of the integrated rate constant of each individual reaction to the total 
integrated rate of consumption of the selected species in the entire flame. 

As seen from Fig. 11, unimolecular decomposition contributes only around 5% of the total 
fuel consumption similarly as for saturated methyl esters [34]. Hence, despite the weaker C-C 
bonds in mhx3d molecule comparatively to saturated esters, in burner stabilized flame conditions 
a diffusion flux of radicals from the high temperature zone still ensures near complete fuel 
consumption before unimolecular reactions become dominant.  The fuel consumption in the flame 
occurs mostly through H-abstraction by radicals and subsequent β-scission reactions. However, as 
it was mentioned above, unsaturated esters have additional channel of consumption through 
addition of radicals to the double bond with the subsequent decomposition. According to the 
analysis, total contribution of these reactions constitutes more than 40% of the total mhx3d 
consumption in flame (several reactions with a contribution less than 3% are not presented on the 
scheme). Accordingly, we suggest that more thorough study of this kind of reactions would be 
necessary for improvement of kinetic mechanisms of larger unsaturated esters. 
5. Conclusion 

An updated detailed chemical kinetic mechanism for oxidation and combustion of methyl-
3-hexenoate was proposed in this work. The AramcoMech 3.0 detailed chemical kinetic model for 
oxidation of small hydrocarbon and oxygenated intermediates was used as a base submechanism. 
The reactions for mhx3d and smaller methyl esters (from methyl acetate up to methyl pentenoate) 
were adopted from the mechanism proposed earlier [21] for mhx3d oxidation. The molecule 
geometries of the fuel and the fuel radicals were computed using quantum chemistry methods. 
These results were used to update the thermochemistry data for these species and the activation 
energies of the reactions of unimolecular decomposition of mhx3d. 



The updated mechanism was validated against experimental data available at the moment 
in the literature (chemical speciation in the JSR at 10 atm and ignition delay times in the RCM) 
and novel measurement data reported in this work. Four types of measurements were conducted 
in this study to extend the experimental database on combustion of mhx3d. They are chemical 
speciation measurements during the oxidation in the JSR at 1 atm, ignition delay time 
measurements in the high-pressure shock tube at 20 and 40 bar, laminar burning velocity 
measurements at 1 atm in a heat flux burner, and chemical speciation measurements in the 
premixed burner-stabilized flame at 1 atm. 

The proposed mechanism was shown to adequately reproduce all experimental data 
mentioned above. However, some observed discrepancies between predictions and observations 
for ignition delay times and mole fraction profiles for several hydrocarbon intermediates may 
indicate the need for further mechanism refinement. A more thorough investigation of 
thermochemistry and chemical kinetics of oxidation of large intermediates (pentene, methyl 
hexenoates and pentenoates as well as their primary radicals) is required to improve the mechanism 
performance. 

Nevertheless, despite the indicated deficiencies the mechanism catches all major 
tendencies observed in the experiments. Therefore, even at this stage it can be used as a basis for 
development of predictive detailed chemical kinetic models for combustion of heavier unsaturated 
methyl esters, which are representatives of components of real ester-based biodiesel. 
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